
BENEFITS OF IBM MAS:

An assessment to prepare and advise you on your migration to IBM MAS

IBM Maximo Application Suite (IBM MAS) was launched as version 8.0 of IBM’s 
market leading enterprise asset management software platform in July 2021. 
With end of support for version 7.6.1.x looming, now is the time for savvy 
system owners to start planning their migration strategy.

Working with an experienced and trusted partner, upgrading to IBM MAS need 
not be a traumatic experience. But like any major project, it pays to go in with 
your eyes wide open.

To support our clients in addressing the opportunity for IBM MAS, we begin 
with an IBM MAS Readiness Assessment.

ORGANISATIONAL CHALLENGES

 • The need to increase productivity to meet customer demands while having  
0 downtime and 0 defects

 • Growing (or centralising) IoT footprint
 • Improving efficiency and speed of maintenance inspections of large 

infrastructure assets
 • The ability to identify and classify defects or anomalies beyond simple 

human analysis.

IBM MAS  
READINESS ASSESSMENT

IBM MAS is now up to 
release 8.11 and is the 
first version to enter 
Long Term Support.

 • Simplified licensing 
Providing one license  entitlement to access the entire IBM Maximo portfolio 
in a model that is simpler to scale and administer.

 • Enriched functionality 
The extended application suite offers functionality to take customers on a 
maturity journey, including asset performance management and AI assisted 
inspection and predictive analytics.

 • Integrated platform 
IBM MAS is built to run on Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform for 
optimised scale and availability on on-premises, private and public clouds, or 
hybrid environments.

Access the entire suite with simplified Licensing and Usage model built around 
AppPoints.

What are AppPoints?
A unit of measure with a 
common value by which IBM 
MAS can be licensed.

Businesses can access the 
entire IBM MAS Suite with 
one single entitlement. Users 
in the organisation will have 
a pool of AppPoints that will 
allow them to seamlessly 
move from one application to 
another, as needed.



IBM MAS READINESS & 
AppPoint ASSESSMENTS

COSOL is in the unique position of being able to advise and assist with the 
technical, functionality and licensing challenges and opportunities that IBM 
Maximo Application Suite presents. 

Customers can opt for a full IBM MAS Readiness Assessment or 
just an AppPoint Assessment.

• IBM MAS Readiness Assessment covers both the Functional Assessment,
Technical Assessment and AppPoint Assessment.

• AppPoint Assessment: License Analysis and AppPoint adoption
recommendations.

COSOL is an IBM Gold 
Business Partner, certified in 
Asset & Operations. Our IBM 
EAM Systems Practice team 
have been implementing IBM 
Maximo globally across major 
industries for over 15 years.
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LEVERAGE OUR EXPERTISE
We are a global provider of asset management solutions for asset-intensive 
organisations that span across people, process, systems and data elements 
of the asset management framework to drive quantifiable business 
improvements.

We work collaboratively with clients from across the natural resources, energy 
and water, infrastructure, government and defence sectors to help them to 
achieve economic and sustainable improvements in their operations and supply 
chain.

We do this by utilising our signature solutions and proprietary software in 
combination with best-of-breed technologies and 22+ years industry, technical 
and functional expertise.  

Learn more at www.cosol.global
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CERTIFIED PARTNER:

LICENSE 
ANALYSIS

• Review existing IBM
Maximo Licensing

• Review current IBM
Maximo version
for missing critical
patches

• AppPoint conversion
analysis

• Opportunities for
license optimisation.

FUNCTIONAL
ASSESSMENT

• Run volumetric and
usage assessment
measures

• Inspect base
configurations

• Check all applications
and prepare
observations.

TECHNICAL 
ASSESSMENT

• Perform technical
review of IBM Maximo 
configurations

• Identify opportunities
to migrate
customisations to
configurations

• Assess application
usability and
performance.

IBM MAS Readiness Assessment Report
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